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Note on the Formal Solution of the Tomonaga-Schwinger Equation.
Smio TANI.
Department of Physics, Tokyo Ultiversit;'. (Received Feb. 5, 1949) We shall present here some remarks on the formal solution of the Tomonaga-Schwinger. equation of field theory.
However, the physical interpretation of these formal solutions will be left for future works which will come into contact with the fundamental difficulties underlying our present theory.
The fundamental equation of the Tomonaga-Schwinger theory(l)(2) is of the form
{ H(z)-i~} 1J! O'J=O,

OI7(Z)
( 1) where the interaction density H(z) is subject to the condition
LH(z), H(z')]=O, when (Z(£_.i~)2>0.
The formal solution of this equation will be gtven by the following state functional aO '(z) and it should also have the property
that is, in form of a functional integral equation, it is given by 
which has the fe1'mal solution
ao \Ve also have the following equations concerning to their Hermiteall
is an unitaty operator:
The proof for the (-part of the above equation is self-evident; 
Both integl'al cover just the same region, though the order of the integratioll is reversed; so they cancel each other. The proof for the :3-rd or higher order is a little more complicated, but can be performed similarly by considering the ordei' of the integration in a certain multiple integral. 20) One can easily verify that there exists the Heisenberg picture of the energy operator ill the generalized sense, that is, it is defined in terms of the coordinate of the respective point alone but does not depend on the surface a: the representative state function:;tl is thereby the same :111<1 constant for all world points.
For the proof we have only to show that the transformed operotor
is independent on the form of the space like surface a, or in other words. their functional derivJtive with respect to another Foint .1-" which lies upon the surface a always vanishes.
(11) e We shall employ the following notation hereafter The statement that the transformed operator of energy is a point function is valid not only for the transformed operator as a whole, but also for the individual part of the power series of the coupling constant.
3°) The condition for an arbitrary operator O(:r) to have the Heisenberg picture in the sense of the preceding article is
The proof is quite similar to that of the preceding article. 
,,-2. 
we have the relation
Then, from Eqs. (17) and (12') we get tIle final results.
The results for the first four order ill e are .tabulated as follows:
}2 r (2)
s" (1) 
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50) Between the E(:t-°)'s there exists the following recurrence formula (oo)
..
which enables for one to get the higher order terms. successively initiating (1) from the E(x)=H(x). This formula is useful in practice, but some points should be noticed as regards to the boundary of the integration region. In transform of E(x)'s. For the proof of Eq. (IS) we should combine the fotlowing relations. 
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.. ,=1
(19') which are revision of (12') by making use of (15); and ,,-1
,,,=1 -
,,-I (1)
60) \Ve add that the E(x) of the preceding article is uniquely determined disregarding an arbitrary constant factor, when we impose a condition that they should be a point function and be a linear combination
of the products E(x')dx' .
00
The en-approximation of the orig.inal equation in which the first term 
8°) In concluding this note, we can add that the generalization of the results presented he're may be able to include the cases where the interaction density is no more a point function but contain!> the normal or other quantity related to the surface and consequently the integrability condition is much more complicated than in Eg. (2) . But these results will be discussed in another occasion.
The author wishes to express his cordial thanks to Prof. Tomonaga for the suggestion to this work.
